
Chapter 170:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

THE TOUCH OF NATURE IS COMPLETE, THE BATTLE OF

THE KINGS

No. 257 defense camp, military quarters dormitory.

With a flash of white light, Lu Yuan appeared in the room.

There was a faint smile on his face.

The results of this practice in Origin Land still made him very satisfied.

In the Gravity Room of the Origin Land, Lu Yuan spent 25 days, consuming more than 180,000
Tier 4 spirit crystals, and his ‘Touch of Nature’ gene tempering degree reached more than 70%.

The cultivation speed was a little faster than he thought. According to Lu Yuan's estimation, next
time he enters the Land of Origin, he will be able to refine the Natural Touch gene to completion.

Compared to before, the increase brought by the touch of nature gene has naturally increased a lot,
as for the touch of nature.

As far as Lu Yuan is concerned, he has not yet encountered an opponent that needs to be used.

However, the tide of beasts is coming, and it may be useful.

After washing, Lu Yuan left the room.

He found Grote and Ding Wen in the living room, their faces a little heavy.

Lu Yuan walked over and asked curiously:

"What's wrong?"

"Lu Yuan, you have come out of the place of origin? The news has just been passed down. The
beast tide is about to explode. This time the area of   the beast tide is very wide. I am afraid it

will be a hard fight by then."

"Is it about to break out?"

Lu Yuan's eyes widened slightly.
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"Well, now the defensive camp has been notified. Ordinary adventurers should be back now? Many

people have now left the defensive line."

Ding Wen sneered, somewhat dissatisfied.

After all, the beast tide came, and the threat was the Red Maple Empire. These adventurers didn't
stay to help, and just evacuated, making him a little uncomfortable.

Grote could see it through and didn't feel anything.

He looked at Lu Yuan and said: "Next, our mission will be heavier. The beast tide will erupt. At that
time, a small beast tide may break through the front direction and enter the middle of the defense.
The trend of the animal tide will be even more dangerous."

"But you don't have to worry too much. According to the above news, even if a small beast tide
rushes into the headquarters' defense line, it will take some time to come to our position."

Ding Wen said with relief.

Lu Yuan nodded seriously, "I understand."

...

At twelve noon the next day, it was the 22nd team's turn to patrol again.

The six Lu Yuan walked along the common area towards the gate of the defensive camp.

Lu Yuan discovered that the general area had become much deserted than before. There were a lot
of genetic warriors coming and going, but now they are more than half less.

When he came to the door, Lu Yuan found a team of scouts walking in. Lu Yuan scanned his eyes
and found that two of them were seriously injured.

Obviously it was attacked again.

Grot took a look at them, and they quickly withdrew their gazes.

For them, this situation has become accustomed.

After entering the forest, he ran towards the patrol area. After a while, a powerful breath quickly
approached in the distance.

Lu Yuan and the others watched vigilantly in the direction where the breath came. It was a black
cheetah.



This cheetah was more than three meters tall, his eyes were red, with a cold and crazy killing intent,
and a powerful aura emerged, causing Lu Yuan and the others to change slightly.

Grote looked ugly, clenched his tomahawk, and looked at the black cheetah vigilantly: "Tier 3
low-level leader..."

As soon as his words fell, the black cheetah disappeared in place, silently appeared behind Stasi, his
sharp claws silently patted Stasi's head.

Just when the paw was about to shoot Stasi's body, an afterimage appeared in front of the black
cheetah.

The dark sword light flashed and collided with the claws of the black cheetah.

boom!

The roar remembered that Stacy was shocked by the air wave and flew more than ten meters away,
and was caught by Ding Wen.

Grot also clenched his battle axe, rushed to the black cheetah's side, and the battle axe slashed
straight.

The black cheetah wanted to evade, and gusts of wind appeared on his body.

The strong wind entangled its body, but it was instantly shattered.

Even so, the black cheetah stiffened slightly for a moment.

This moment was enough for Lu Yuan.

The white jade spirit body, the black steel strength, the mechanical load erupted with full force.

The black sword light flashed past, slashed at the black cheetah, and scratched its neck.

Looking at the corpse of the black cheetah, Grot next to him still had a lingering fear:

"This guy is too dangerous, the speed is so fast! Fortunately, A Yuan, you have reacted!"

Stasi was also a little afraid, and smiled at Lu Yuan:

"Ayuan, thank you."

"Yes, we are comrades-in-arms."



Lu Yuan was a bit grateful, but fortunately, his natural touch tempering degree had increased a lot,
which made his current mental perception ability much stronger.

This allowed Lu Yuan to feel the movement of the black cheetah and was able to rescue him in time.

Otherwise, he would have to use his hole cards.

"However, this black cheetah's eyes are a bit problematic. With such ** eyes, the fierce beasts were
rare in the past."

Yang Qiu looked at the black cheetah's still open eyes, and the ** light in its eyes was slowly
dissipating.

The others nodded in agreement.

"I'll report it at that time. There are more and more Tier 3 fierce beasts, so you need to pay more
attention on the road."

Grot opened his mouth.

Several people nodded and continued to patrol.

One day and one night, Lu Yuan encountered more Tier 3 fierce beasts than before, and even
encountered a powerful Tier 4 fierce beast.

Fortunately, before encountering this fierce beast, Lu Yuan's outstanding perception ability helped
him, allowing him to drag his teammates to the canopy of the tree.

They watched a demon cow covered with black lin armor ran over and broke a lot of trees, and they
were a little afraid.

Fortunately, this demon cow looked crazy and didn't notice Lu Yuan.

Patrols day and night are nothing short of surprises.

When returning to the defensive camp, everyone was still a little afraid.

...

Two days later.

The southern line of defense, the front line.

Countless beasts approached the defense line from the endless mountains.



The footsteps of many powerful beasts shook the ground, and the roar of the beast rang into the
defense line.

In front of a war fortress, a large number of genetic warriors in battle armor stood on the wall,
looking at the approaching beasts with indifference.

As the forefront genetic warriors, they have encountered too many fierce beasts, and they have faced
beast tides several times.

Now, they face a strong enemy without any fluctuations.

When the tide of beasts approached, you could see a few particularly huge beasts that were very

conspicuous.

There are white giant elephants, giant apes, and black giant pythons.

Standing on the city wall is a group of very powerful people, who are the high-ranking guards of the
Southern Guards and the teachers of the genius camp.

Looking at the huge beasts, the headed blond man flashed a trace of indifference in his eyes, and
said:

"Peak Beast King, who is willing to make a move?"

A dark-skinned and sturdy man walked out with huge gloves in his hands. When he touched his

gloves, he showed a grim smile:

"Let me go."

After that, there was another middle-aged man with ordinary-looking black hair. He was wearing
leather armor and holding a long sword with a cold expression on his face:

"Count me out."

Finally, a man with short brown hair, a white robe and a gentle smile on his face came out of the
genius camp.

"I also contribute."

The three of them turned into streamers, and instantly appeared before the wave of fierce beasts, and
the incomparably powerful aura surged.

The air wave was like a tide, spreading in all directions, almost forming a storm.



On the ground of the endless mountain range, a large number of giant trees were directly shaken by
the storm, and some relatively small trees fell down.

The Emperor of War condensed into a natural disaster just by his momentum.

In the tide of fierce beasts, many weak fierce beasts squatted directly on the ground after feeling this
powerful aura.

The blood-colored eyes of the three beast kings looked at the three of them, and they roared one
after another.

A terrifying wild aura emerged from their bodies, and the monstrous fierce flames collided with the
aura of the three human war emperors.

The wind roared and dark clouds appeared in the sky, blocking the sun.

In the surrounding area, many trees were uprooted and shattered by the storm.

Headed by the white giant elephant, it made a magnificent voice:

"Humans! Those who block me die!"

As the Beast King, their wisdom is no longer lower than that of humans.

Even at the level of the Beastmaster, it was almost human.

Confronting the white colossus is the man with a sturdy figure and gloves.

He grinned, a hideous look appeared on his face:

"Who gave you the courage?"

boom! !

The roar sounded, and the three fierce beasts and the three war emperors rose into the sky for the
first time.

Their bodies are covered by dark clouds, and the roaring sound emerges from the dark clouds, and
from time to time, aura is cast from the dark clouds.

The blond man on the city wall glanced at the dark clouds, then looked around, slightly narrowed
his eyes, with a sharp expression:

"There are a few more, stop them too."



As soon as the blond man's voice fell, he rushed to the beast tide.

Soon, a lot of streamers in the beast tide rose to the sky, welcoming the human strong, the two sides
collided, struggled and rose to the sky, and were also submerged in the dark clouds.

The roar sounded, and the endless fierce beast launched a charge towards the city wall.

Not only this fortress, the entire front line of defense, all fortresses are like this.

Even a part of the fierce beasts crossed the front line from the area where the defense was missed,
and went to the headquarters area of   the defense line.

...

The place of origin, martial arts hall.

Lu Yuan spent more than 300,000 Tier 4 spirit crystals, and finally he refined the touch of nature
gene to completion.

The natural touch gene of the Consummation level may be quite general for the improvement of
power defense, but it is extremely powerful for the improvement of mental perception.

Lu Yuan also understood the benefits of strong mental perception. At the very least, he could sense
danger the fastest.

Lu Yuan expressed satisfaction.

After that, he continued to practice, and began to temper his machinery control genes.

Eight days later, when the time came, Lu Yuan left the place of origin.

With a flash of white light, Lu Yuan returned to the dormitory.

After washing, he walked out of the room and found Grote, Yang Qiu, Ding Wen and Stasi in the

living room, but Tang Ji was not there.

Seeing Lu Yuan coming out, Yang Qiu quickly said:

"A Yuan, you are out! We will have a task right away."

"Task? Isn't it tomorrow?"

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.



Ding Wen's face was solemn, and he said: "The animal tide has broken out, and now the frontline

has begun to fight. A part of the animal tide has crossed the front line and arrived in the middle of

the defense. Our scout group will have a special mission to strengthen patrols in the nearby areas. ."

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank: "Has it already started?"

"Well. At that time, the team of scouts in each area will have to be doubled, and there will be 20
teams patrolling at the same time in our southern area. In addition, I am afraid that I will be on

standby at any time for a while and cannot enter the land of origin."

Lu Yuan nodded, expressing understanding.

Not long after, Tang Ji also walked out of the room.

Several people waited quietly in the living room. After a while, Grote’s communicator vibrated. He
took it out and stood up:

"We have to go on patrol."

The others stood up quickly and walked outside.

Everyone's expressions were a little condensed, and the atmosphere was solemn.

Yang Qiu took Lu Yuan's shoulders and said with a grin:

"A Yuan, to be honest, if I die by that time, the epitaph will write me something nice, such as
fighting for the survival of mankind."

Ding Wen glanced at Yang Qiu: "I won't die anyway."

Grot grinned: "We have experienced the animal tide many times. Although the scale is quite large
this time, we all have experience. Don't think too much, we can all survive."

Everyone left the dormitory area and found that the guards had already moved at the moment, and
the entire military area was killed.

Lu Yuan also saw Zhu Zhengyang and Yan Jing.

Both of them were assigned to the guards. They were fine at ordinary times. They would only be
dispatched when encountering beast attacks or other special circumstances that threatened the
defensive camp.

At this moment, Zhu Zhengyang's face was a little pale without the spirited spirit he had before.



The same is true for Yan Jing.

They obviously also saw Lu Yuan, and they were all stunned.

Lu Yuan nodded at them, and the two seemed to recover a little, and also nodded solemnly.

After leaving the military area, there are fewer people in the general area than before.

The remaining genetic warriors had already put on genetic weapons at this moment. A tall genetic

warrior carried a battle axe and grinned:

"Teemian, are the beasts of the dog day attacking the defensive camp again? It's up to the labor and
capital to chop off their heads!"

There is also a gene warrior who shouted:

"The tide of beasts is coming. If the line of defense is breached, the threat will be in the empire, and
then those cities will be dangerous. Let's help the guards together!"

On the side, there are several groups of guards who are guiding genetic warriors to line up to guard
the city wall, so as to avoid conflicts with the defensive forces of the guards.

Among them is McGonagall.

McGonagall was stunned when he saw Lu Yuan, then nodded, said silently, and said something.

Lu Yuan should be careful about his mouth.

He nodded and grinned.

Several people arrived at the city gate. At this moment, three teams of scouts were entering the gate.
When they saw Lu Yuan, they all nodded.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank slightly.

These three scout teams are not full of six people at the moment, and they are all injured, and some
of them are not lightly injured.
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